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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the partitioned POD-based model order reduction strategy.
A Snapshot POD is performed locally for each subdomain in an ”o✏ine” phase, which requires the
”truth” solution corresponding to a set of particular parameter values. In the“online” phase, the
solution corresponding to any value of the parameter is approximated by making use of a Galerkin
projection of the governing equations in the local POD subspaces. If the convergence of the local POD
transforms is not satisfying in the“o✏ine” phase, the corresponding subproblems are systematically
solved without reduction in the “online” phase (Galerkin projection of the governing equations in the
local “truth” space). The darkest bars correspond to a completely damaged state of the material,
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5.2. Analyse de convergence en maillage non-conforme aux frontières courbes
(a) (b)
Figure 5.28 – Champs de contraintes (a) et de déplacements (b).
Figure 5.29 – Approximation géométrique d’une microstructure contenant des inclusions
en forme de tore indépendamment de la taille du maillage ÉF.
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Figure 5.27 – Approximation géométrique d’une microstructure contenant des inclusions
lenticulaires. (a) maillage grossier de l’approximation ÉF. (b) raﬃnement par un sous-
maillage gradué (SMG) de niveau (n = 7) à l’intérieur de chaque élément de frontière EB.
(c) approximation de la géométrie indépendamment de la taille h du maillage.
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process is very complex, and the shape adjustment and splitting proceed 
simultaneously. It is clearly observed that the concaves at the middle of edges 
simultaneously extend towards the center of the particle along the elastically soft 
directions {100} and finally split into four small squares with round corners. The 
simulated results are in excellent agreement with experiments. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 8 Temporal evolution of a coherent particle during quadlet splitting. (a)-(c) are 
simulation results (L = 50) and (d)-(f) are experimental results (Doi et al., 1984). 
 
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the equilibrium morphologies for different sized particles and 
the corresponding energy variation curves, respectively. We can see that the splitting 
behavior does not occur for small size particles. As shown in Fig. 9a, the square-like 
shape with round corners in Fig. 3b is exactly reproduced for L = 10, although 
different initial configurations are used in these two examples. The interfacial energy 
in this case plays an important role. As a result, it pulls the initial shape back to a 
square-like one to reduce the interface area. When the particle size becomes larger, the 
elastic energy gradually dominates and finally leads to particle splitting at a specific 




Stress analysis, damage tolerance assessment and 
shape optimisation without meshing
Damage tolerance assessment directly from CAD
Composite Fracture driving force
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Rabczuk, 2010 - meshless methods for dynamic fracture
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